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(a) Soft shadows

(b) Diffuse indirect bounce

(c) Glossy reflection on a real surface

Figure 1: Properties of Delta Voxel Cone Tracing. Synthetic and real surfaces are voxelized and pre-filtered to quickly evaluate integrals of
subtended solid angles. (a) The pre-filtered voxelization is used to evaluate shadows with arbitrary hard edges cast from synthetic objects onto
real surfaces with a single cone. (b) Diffuse indirect reflections are quickly computed using multiple cones to sample the hemisphere of each
surface point. (c) A glossy indirect reflection of the synthetic Buddha on a real surface is evaluated with a single cone matching the surface
roughness, and diffuse bounces from real surfaces on the Buddha can be seen. All images were rendered at 22ms to 26ms each frame.

A BSTRACT

1 I NTRODUCTION
The fusion of synthetic objects with real surroundings is an ongoing application in movies and advertisement of unfinished products
but can also be used for reconstruction or cultural heritage projects.
At the heart of such a mixed reality (MR) simulation lies the requirement of visual coherence between synthetic and real objects.
After geometric registration, radiometric unity between both worlds
is important to convince the observer that an augmenting object is
truly part of the real scene. Shadows provide cues to locate a synthetic object in a real scene and transferred light from real light
sources onto its surface let it appear in harmony with its surrounding. Mutual indirect interaction of real and synthetic illumination
however adds the necessary detail to remove the last hard boundaries between real and synthetic worlds and is the requirement for
several effects such as diffuse light bouncing off a synthetic surface
or reflections of synthetic geometries in real mirroring surfaces.
Several offline global illumination (GI) methods such as [12]
produce plausible augmentations of real images. Many real-time
MR renderers however lack such sophistication and greatly simplify shading at the price of visually unpleasant augmentation without any interaction between real and synthetic illumination. Attempts to include full GI relighting have been made with precomputed solutions [8], Instant Radiosity [15, 16], Light Propagation Volumes [6] and Differential Irradiance Caching [10]. Each attempt is subject to limitations such as visual accuracy, speed or geometric rigidness, which we want to remove. We propose a novel,
interactive relighting solution based on Voxel Cone Tracing [1] and
Delta Radiance Fields [7, 6] which capture the change in illumination when introducing a new object into an existing scene.
Our contributions include:

Mixed reality applications which must provide visual coherence between synthetic and real objects need relighting solutions for both:
synthetic objects have to match lighting conditions of their real
counterparts, while real surfaces need to account for the change in
illumination introduced by the presence of an additional synthetic
object. In this paper we present a novel relighting solution called
Delta Voxel Cone Tracing to compute both direct shadows and first
bounce mutual indirect illumination. We introduce a voxelized,
pre-filtered representation of the combined real and synthetic surfaces together with the extracted illumination difference due to the
augmentation. In a final gathering step this representation is conetraced and superimposed onto both types of surfaces, adding additional light from indirect bounces and synthetic shadows from antiradiance present in the volume. The algorithm computes results at
interactive rates, is temporally coherent and to our knowledge provides the first real-time rasterizer solution for mutual diffuse, glossy
and perfect specular indirect reflections between synthetic and real
surfaces in mixed reality.
Keywords: Mixed Reality, Real-time Global Illumination, Relighting, Voxel Cone Tracing, Delta Radiance Fields
Index Terms: H.5.1 [HCI]: Multimedia Information Systems—
Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Display algorithms I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
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• A novel, interactive, near-field, temporally coherent, multibounce indirect illumination solution to model lighting influence of synthetic objects on reality
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• Indirect reflections of synthetic objects from real surfaces
with arbitrary roughness

injection step with a differential of two RSMs, one with and one
without the synthetic object. The result provides temporal coherent, smooth diffuse indirect illumination and shadows, but suffers
from aliasing problems on shadow borders and bleeding artifacts.
Crassin et al. [1] compress the scene into a high resolution 5123
Sparse Voxel Octree and use Voxel Cone Tracing (VCT) to gather
indirect contribution. Due to the high spatial resolution (which is
impractical for propagation based schemes) the result does not suffer from large bleeding artifacts, supports glossy indirect bounces
and reduces aliasing of sharp borders. We use cone-tracing to combat problems in the DLPV approach and to support glossy indirect
reflections of synthetic objects on real geometry.
Dachsbacher et al. [3] avoid explicit formulation of visibility in
the transport operator by introducing a compensation factor called
antiradiance. Our approach implicitly contains antiradiance.
Kán and Kaufmann [10] present an extension to a real-time pathtracer (which is naturally able to render highly specular reflections)
to support diffuse indirect reflections with a modification of Irradiance Caching. We support first bounce reflections with surface
BSDFs of varying roughness - mirror-like, glossy and diffuse - at
lower evaluation cost in a unified and scalable relighting framework. Because our method relies on volumetric simplification of
the real scene, a trade-off between visual fidelity and evaluation
speed is possible by tuning the size of the volume depending on
available GPU memory.

• Implicit indirect shadows through antiradiance from differential light sampling
To our knowledge, this work is the first to present glossy indirect
reflections in a real-time mixed reality relighting solution.
2 P REVIOUS WORK
The focus of our work is on radiometric registration of shadows
and first bounce indirect illumination introduced by the presence of
a synthetic object in a real scene, as well as the simulation of direct
and indirect real illumination on synthetic objects. Several methods
have been proposed to simulate light interaction between real and
synthetic objects that either track light sources or extract incident
illumination from hemispherical captured images.
A pioneering work from Fournier et al. [5] uses Radiosity to
compute a global illumination solution for a synthetic object in a
reconstructed scene. The accumulated Radiosity result is used for
synthetic objects while for real objects only the additional delta is
added. Our method closely relates to this approach.
Debevec [4] captures real light from an HDR lightprobe instead
of using synthetic light sources. The resulting images are mapped
onto objects to simulate the reflection of real light on synthetic objects. Differential rendering is introduced to superimpose lighting
interaction between synthetic and real surfaces on a background image ignoring however any kind of inter-reflection between objects.
Karsch et al. [12] describes a method to insert synthetic objects
into legacy photographs. With the help of user annotations to define
occluding geometry and light sources or light shafts, scene geometry and lighting is estimated and several reconstruction processes
are avoided. In contrast, our method focuses on real-time insertion into dynamic scenes instead of static images. Light sources are
automatically reconstructed from camera images of incident environment light or tracked light sources.
Grosch et al. [8] compute scaling factors for subdivided distant
illumination regions which are used to linearly combine multiple
basis Irradiance Volumes. The final volume is used to query illumination for a surface point of a synthetic object and can transfer
indirect illumination from the synthetic scene. Our method is also
volumetric, but has no pre-computation or rigidness requirement.
Many current real-time global illumination methods are based
on Instant Radiosity [14], which approximates first bounce indirect
illumination with the help of many small light sources called virtual point lights (VPL). An elegant method to create such VPLs has
been presented [2]: a Reflective Shadow Map (RSM) is a geometry
buffer and an extension to regular shadow maps, adding normals
and albedo. Assuming that pixels in a RSM represent diffuse reflectors one can reconstruct VPLs with position, direction and flux.
Differential Instant Radiosity [15] makes use of RSMs to transfer
indirect light onto surrounding real geometry. Through differential
rendering, first bounce indirect light is extracted and can be added
to the background image. To handle a low amount of VPLs without
flickering, the authors exploit frame-to-frame coherence and blend
illumination from each previous frame by calculating a confidence
value for each pixel which depends on the differential of the normal, illumination and position. In contrast, Lensing and Broll [16]
use multi-resolution splatting [17] to use a high number of VPLs.
Our approach does not suffer from inherent flickering and is independent from the RSM sampling rate.
Several clustering methods exist to increase the amount of VPLs
without hurting performance. Prutkin et al. [18] importance sample
an RSM and combine several VPLs via k-means clustering into area
lights. Light Propagation Volumes (LPV) [11] inject VPLs generated from an RSM into a small volume and propagate their contribution. Delta Light Propagation Volumes (DLPV) [6] exchange the

3
3.1

D ELTA VOXEL C ONE T RACING
Overview

When we introduce an object O into an existing radiance field Lµ
its properties change: light is either blocked or scattered by the new
geometry. Consider a radiance field Lρ which has the same light
configuration as Lµ and additionally contains O. We can extract
a corrective Delta Radiance Field L∆ [7, 6] which can be used to
augment Lµ to reconstruct the illumination as if it would contain O.

L∆ = Lρ − Lµ =

∞

∞

∞

i=0

i=0

i=0

∑ Tiρ Le − ∑ Tiµ Le = ∑ Ti∆ Le

(1)

The linear transport operator T∆ can be used to create L∆ from
real illumination Le . We model L∆ with a high resolution, prefiltered hierarchical volume V n ( j) of n3 voxels j which store first
bounce radiant intensity. VPLs generated from an RSM are injected
at their respective position inside the volume. The directional component, i.e. surface normals at the first bounce, is stored in a secondary volume Vηn ( j) of the same size. We can think of two independent volumes Vρ and Vµ injected with VPLs from two different
RSMs: Vµ from an RSM Rµ of a scene and Vρ of another RSM Rρ
of the same scene with an additional object O. The difference between both volumes, the delta-volume V∆ = Vρ −Vµ , contains only
the change in illumination caused by the introduction of O into the
scene. We observe that this difference includes antiradiance (negative voxel values) which implicitly creates shadowed areas when superimposed onto another radiance field. A naive approach to compute V∆ is to create both volumes Vµ and Vρ on the GPU, query both
for their radiance contribution at each point in space and add the
difference to a background image or radiance field. This approach
doubles the memory footprint and requires twice the computation
time to extract the illumination difference. Instead, we choose to
create one volume which will store the change in illumination directly, hence the name delta-volume. This new representation will
be used for mixed reality light transfer and is completely evaluated
on the GPU.
We start by reconstructing one or more real direct light sources
with position and orientation (e.g., tracked or extracted from a
hemispherical image), as well as the real geometry of the scene and
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(c) Filtering of V

(a) Voxelization into Vη

(d) Cone-tracing on V

(b) Split-inject into V∆

Figure 2: DVCT overview. (a) The entire scene is voxelized into a volume Vη , which stores surface normals. (b) The delta volume V∆ is initialized
with a split-inject from two RSMs Rρ and −Rµ . (c) A filtered chain hierarchy of each volume is created on the GPU. (d) Cone-tracing is executed
in a simple ray-tracing manner, where instead of integrating multiple rays over the cone, the subtended solid angle of the cone is used as an
index into the filtered volumes to lookup the correct value.

The cone-tracing operation is denoted as C(V) with a subscript
to indicate the kind of samples that are gathered (e.g. Cρ (V) samples Vη for visibility and Vρ for indirect bounces).

its BSDF fr with the help of a depth sensor or a pre-reconstructed
model. We use the reconstructed light sources to evaluate diffuse
surface parameters of the real scene. For each light source we render the synthetic object and the reconstructed real geometry of the
scene into an RSM Rρ . The same process is repeated for a second
RSM Rµ , which contains only the reconstructed real geometry.

3.2

Direct relighting T∆ The change in direct illumination is
mostly governed by shadows dropped from synthetic objects onto
real surfaces. To remove existing energy where light is blocked by
a synthetic object, we cast a single shadow cone from a real surface
~ i 0 using the shadow cone oppoint p in direction of a light source ω
erator Cs ∈ [0, 1], which computes the amount of occlusion along
a cone. The cone aperture γ directly depends on the area of the
light source. To compute the correct amount of antiradiance for the
shadow, the occlusion coefficient is negatively multiplied with the
energy that would have been produced by the a real light source Li .
We can predict this value with a reconstructed BSDF fr :

Scene voxelization The real scene and the synthetic object
are voxelized into a volume Vη of 2563 entries or more in a similar
fashion to Schwarz et al. [19]. The volume has a cubical dimension
twice the largest bounding box edge of O. For each rasterized fragment we save the normal of the surface and a floating point marker
α to flag the voxel as occupied. This volume is later used to perform
the actual cone-tracing, as it contains the entire voxelized scene and
decouples operation cost from geometric complexity.
Split-inject Two RSMs are created for each light source: one
RSM Rµ for the real scene only and another Rρ for both the synthetic object and the real scene. In a subsequent step called splitinject, each pixel is identified to belong to either a real or synthetic
surface. If a pixel p is identified as synthetic, we create two VPLs,
one from Φρ,p = Rρ (p) and another from Φµ,p = −Rµ (p). Both
VPLs are then injected into the volume at their respective position.
Positive VPLs Φρ,p will be placed on voxels of the synthetic surface, while negative VPLs Φµ,p end up in areas shadowed by O (see
Figure 2(b)). The radiant intensity I of a VPL created from pixel
p of an RSM with normal ~n p , reflected flux Φ p and incident light
~ 0 that we store in each voxel is:
direction ω
I=

Φp
~0
~n p , ω
π

+

~ i 0 )Li (x, −~
~ ,ω
~ i 0 ) ~nx , ω
~ i0
T∆ Le = ∑ −Cs (V, γ, ω
ωi 0 ) fr (x, ω
i

(2)

T2∆ Le

9

=

∑ C∆ (V, σ , ω~ i 0 ) fr (x, ω~ , ω~ i 0 )

~ i0
~nx , ω

i

~ r 0 ) fr (x, ω
~ ,ω
~ r 0 ) ~nx , ω
~r0
C∆ (V, β , ω

Cone-tracing For each cone, we accumulate occlusion α and
illumination c by ray marching through V along its direction, where
the step size coincides with the current voxel size. After each step,
V is queried for the filtered values αv and cv and both variables
are updated from their previous values α0 and c0 in a volumetric
front-to-back accumulation manner:
α0 c0 + (1 − α0 )αv cv
α0 + (1 − α0 )αv

(5)

Indirect relighting T2∆ Equation (6) below defines operator T2∆ :
for each surface point we sum up the diffuse contribution of 9 cones
~ i 0 . We gather the specular
[1] with a wide aperture σ in direction ω
~r0
contribution with one cone in the reflected viewing direction ω
with a roughness-dependent cone aperture β . In both cases we use
the cone-tracing operator C∆ to gather indirect illumination from
the delta-volume.

 Filtering All three volumes, collectively referred to as V =
Vρ ,V∆ ,Vη , are filtered using hardware mipmapping. By filtering
the occlusion marker α in Vη into higher levels of the hierarchy, the
average amount of occlusion per voxel can be queried while tracing
visibility.

=
=

+

T∆ Le is the antiradiance added to the background image, which
will correctly subtract existing light to form a shadow cast by the
synthetic object.

To be able to compute GI for the synthetic object, values Φρ,p
can be injected into a separate volume Vρ in the same shader pass.

c
α

Relighting

+

++

(6)

Because reflections of synthetic surfaces block reflections of real
surfaces behind them, care needs to be taken especially in cases of
high specularity: many reflections in the real image result from unreconstructed geometry. Simply adding the indirect bounce on top
of the image will create the reflection of a translucent object rather
than a fully opaque one. Because of this, the sampled visibility α
from C∆ is used to weight the contribution in the background image.

(3)
(4)
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3.3

Synthetic object illumination

The illumination of a synthetic surface follows Equation (7) and (8)
below, where the indirect computation differs from Equation (6)
only in the use of the regular cone-tracing operator Cρ (to either
reconstruct or directly sample Vρ ) and a microfacet BRDF f with a
GGX distribution [20] for specular reflections in the direct transport
operator Tρ .
Tρ Le

=

∑ L j (x, −ω~ j 0 ) f (x, ω~ , ω~ j 0 )

~ j0
~nx , ω

+

j

T2ρ Le

9

=

∑ Cρ (V, σ , ω~ i 0 ) f (x, ω~ , ω~ i 0 )

~ i0
~nx , ω

i

~ r 0 ) f (x, ω
~ ,ω
~ r 0 ) ~nx , ω
~r0
Cρ (V, β , ω
3.4

+

AND

(d) Specular DVCT

(e) Specular VCT

(f) Specular difference

(8)

Figure 3: Error analysis (negative errors in yellow-red, positive errors
in blue-white). (a) The Stanford Buddha is augmenting an already lit
Cornell Box with DVCT. (b) The same scene rendered with regular
VCT, i.e. one volume for the entire scene. (c) The squared difference
of both images (enhanced with n = 16). Compared to regular VCT,
DVCT subtracts slightly too much energy. The indirect bounce from
the blue wall to the left of the Buddha (not visible from viewers perspective) is dampened too much by the antiradiance. Images (d), (e)
and (f) show the same sequence with glossy surfaces. As expected,
the error is now concentrated along the edges in the reflection, most
notably the edge of the shadow. The front of the Buddha has a few
spots which are slightly too bright, but this error is not as apparent as
the overcompensation due to antiradiance.

extracted which represents a corrective factor on Vµ to reconstruct
Vρ with Vρ = Vµ + V∆ . However, this is only true for the lowest
level of the pre-filtered chain of all volumes. Since we cone-trace
C(V) on separately filtered volumes, we introduce an error E:

D ISCUSSION

We have implemented the system described in Section 3 using Direct3D 11. A Microsoft Kinect camera was used to capture the
background image, and a UEye UI-2230-C camera in conjunction
with a fish-eye lens to capture surrounding real light. Marker based
tracking with ARToolKit [13] was used to geometrically register a
synthetic object. We registered a manually reconstructed model of
the real scene, as there is currently no feasible single-view or adaptive method to reconstruct glossy or mirroring surfaces online.
In Figure 1, an overview of the effects achieved with DVCT
can be seen: after scene voxelization into 2563 voxels, Figure 1(a)
shows that soft-shadows can be faithfully reconstructed by casting
a single cone to each light source.
Figure 1(b) shows that diffuse indirect bounces from synthetic
onto real surfaces are possible with multiple wide-angled cones.
In Figure 1(c) we show mutual illumination interaction between
a real-time augmentation of the Stanford Buddha and the real scene,
rendered at 40Hz. The scene consists of a real brushed metal surface and two diffuse reflectors in green and red. The Buddha’s reflection can be seen on the metal surface next to a real wooden
figurine. At the same time, the Buddha receives a red tint from
reflected real light bouncing off the red diffuse surface. In this example, DVCT evaluates only the first indirect bounce, which is why
the Buddha’s base reflected on the metal surface has a completely
black appearance.
4.1

(c) Diffuse difference

++

Final composition

R ESULTS

(b) Diffuse VCT

(7)

When compositing the real scene with the rendered synthetic result,
we use a G-Buffer G(p) which contains the reconstructed albedo
of the real scene as well as the albedo of the synthetic object, a
binary mask with real geometry tagged as 1 and everything else
as 0, and normals for each pixel p. Additionally, a buffer B(p)
contains the real background image. The assumption we make is
that, given a faithful reconstruction of the scene, T2µ Le + Tµ Le ≈
B(p), i.e. the real background image can be approximated by a
radiance field simplified as a volume. If this assumption is accurate,
T2∆ Le + T∆ Le should likewise faithfully correct B(p) for the change
in this radiance field.
For all reconstructed light sources Li , the synthetic object is rendered the regular way by adding direct and indirect contribution of
Vρ to include bounces from synthetic and real geometry on the objects surface (see Equation (7) and (8)). For all other pixels p of
the background image we use operators T∆ and T2∆ to compute the
change in illumination which is added to the background image.
4

(a) Diffuse DVCT



E = Cρ (V) − Cµ (V) + C∆ (V)

(9)

In Figure 3 an error analysis shows the squared and enhanced difference E 2 · n between regular VCT used on a Cornell Box containing the Stanford Happy Buddha and DVCT, where the Buddha has
been placed into an already lit Cornell Box. Similar to DLPVs, the
voxelization of the scene might introduce bleeding artifacts, usually noticeable at edges where scene and augmenting object intersect. However, since the volumes are much more fine-grained, the
expectation is that errors are bounded depending on the level of the
filtered mipmap level. The images show that the error, depending
on the glossiness of the material, are distributed in a smaller area
around the base of the object. For diffuse bounces, the difference
is spread across larger areas but is less noticeable, since structural
artifacts from the voxelization blur out with larger cones.
4.2

Performance

We have gathered timings for the entire pipeline on a test system
with an Intel i7 X980 and a NVIDIA GTX 780. A measurement of
different scenes is shown in Table 1, where each step of the pipeline
is listed. Grey rows represent steps necessary to create and evaluate
a DVCT. The setup of these measurements consists of RSMs rendered at 10242 resolution, where all pixels were used to generate
and inject VPLs into the volumetric textures Vρ and V∆ . The general resolution of V was 2563 voxels and the resolution of the video
stream was 720p. Cone-tracing was preformed after a deferred renderer created a G-Buffer for the scene, where synthetic and real reconstructed geometry are combined. An additional post-processing

Error

According to Equation (1), creating two volumes which contain indirect bounces from the real scene Vµ and additionally from both
the real scene and the synthetic object Vρ , a delta-volume V∆ can be
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Table 1: Detailed timings per frame in milliseconds taken for each
step of the pipeline, with 10242 VPL injections for a volume V of size
2563 rendered in 720p. The highlighted rows display the effective
time to render the indirect contribution and soft shadows. Because
cone-tracing performance varies with opening aperture, we gathered
numbers for three types of surface roughness. In the last two rows
the sum of these operations for glossy indirect reflections on both
real and synthetic surfaces are added up. The computation time for
DVCT is roughly 25ms on average.

Infinite Phlegmatic
Pipeline step
Head
Dragon
Rµ
0.19
0.22
Rρ
0.20
0.37
Voxelization
2.29
3.04
Split-inject
3.38
3.45
Filtering
7.90
8.03
Deferred pass
0.24
0.40
Postprocessing 0.68
0.74
∆ Cone-tracing indirect + shadow
Diffuse
7.21
10.36
Glossy
8.84
10.65
Specular
20.00
21.17
23.72
26.90
∑
DVCT cost
22.80
25.76

(a) DLPV

Happy
Buddha
0.18
0.62
4.39
3.26
7.68
0.64
0.65
9.07
10.30
30.53
27.72
26.43

(b) DIC Diffuse

(c) DVCT Specular

(d) DIC Specular

Figure 5: Comparison to Differential Irradiance Caching. Upper row:
diffuse indirect reflections of (a) DVCT in 33ms and (b) DIC in 714ms.
Lower row: specular indirect reflections of (c) DVCT in 28ms and (d)
DIC in 588ms. All images were rendered with a resolution of 720 ×
1
576 pixels. DVCT computes comparable effects at 20
of the cost.

In Figure 4 a side by side comparison shows that our approach
yields significantly better shadow resolution, has fewer bleeding
artifacts and is not bound by either the dimension of the volume
(the shadow in the DLPV gets cut off) or the propagation distance.
We can also simulate a bandwidth of mutual indirect reflections
from diffuse, glossy or specular surfaces, which is not possible with
DLPVs. DLPVs however outperform DVCT for diffuse bounces, as
they operate on smaller volumes. Surprisingly, much time is spent
on the three injection steps to Vρ and the two delta injects into V∆
in the DLPV. DLPVs propagate change of illumination in a volume
which can only be queried inside its boundaries. As a consequence
this can lead to shadows and bright indirect bounces being cut off
at the edge of the volume. Because DVCT is a gathering process,
an improvement over DLPVs is that there is no distance restriction
for indirect illumination and shadows.
Specular reflections have been first presented by Kán et al. [9]
using a GPU implementation of photon mapping. In a follow up
publication [10], the work has been enhanced with Differential Irradiance Caching. While the ray-tracing architecture naturally provides specular reflections on mirror-like surfaces, diffuse indirect
reflections need dense sampling to appear noise-free or have to rely
on caches which lead to costly updates whenever they are out of
date. Because of the choice for the current architecture, there is no
support for intermediate reflection types such as glossy surfaces.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between DVCT and DIC of two
scenes with diffuse indirect and specular indirect reflections using
the same settings and a single light source. For images rendered
with DIC, dynamic recalculation of the irradiance cache was turned
on for dynamic scenes and were generated on an NVIDIA GTX
690. The computation time for Figure 5(b) was 714ms versus 29ms
for 5(a), and 588ms for 5(d) versus 28ms for 5(c).
Because our method relies on a voxelized scene for cone-tracing,
structural artifacts appear in the reflection in Figure 5(c). These can
be removed either by further filtering or with higher volume resolution, but lag behind ray tracing, as there is currently no measure to
construct arbitrarily fine-grained volumes to capture similarly de-

(b) DVCT

Figure 4: DLPV comparison using 10242 VPLs. (a) DLPV with 323
voxels in 22ms. (b) DVCT with 2563 voxels in 26ms. Both volumes
have the same dimensions.

pipeline includes a step for morphological antialiasing, HDR tonemapping and gamma correction. DVCT differs from regular VCT
in the additional memory requirement for V∆ , the time for the splitinjection and its subsequent filtering.
4.3

(a) DVCT Diffuse

Comparison to other methods

Another volumetric method [6] computes a DLPV: a differential of
two RSMs Rρ and Rµ is injected and propagated to relight the real
scene, and a regular LPV is constructed to add indirect bounces to
the synthetic object. DLPVs lose most of their directional information due to the low second-order spherical harmonic encoding
and therefore provide only diffuse indirect reflections. Because the
volume is injected with a direct component as well, it will naturally
encode shadowed areas from direct light sources due to direct antiradiance. These areas however suffer from considerable aliasing
artifacts due to the low resolution of the volume, which is typically
in the range of 323 to 643 voxels. Shadows can therefore only have
very soft appearances. The same low resolution causes bleeding
artifacts through thin geometry visible both as too much additional
light or wrong coloring due to subtraction from antiradiance.
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Limitations and Challenges

The visual fidelity and cost of DVCT is tied to the volumetric resolution of the scene. Smaller volumes have drastically lower memory
requirements, but cone-tracing on such volumes may lead to aliasing artifacts and stepping through thin walls not properly sampled
by the volume. Consequently, the latter artifacts cause bleeding of
illumination and antiradiance.
Another category of errors is dependent on the aperture of cone
angles: wider cones can show artifacts when gathering illumination,
but narrow cones are usually traced for longer paths and therefore
consume more time. Wider cones can also get stuck in narrow slits
or self-intersect with the scene when cast at narrow angles. In practice, we have not noticed this effect for diffuse illumination, but for
conductors and dielectric materials, where evaluating view dependent illumination is done with a single additional cone, this effect
can have visual impact. Tracing shadow cones on Vη which selfintersect with geometry can cause slight darkening due to precision
issues when combining antiradiance with the background image.
The delta-volume V covers the near surrounding of an object O,
but can be traced from arbitrary distances for each point of the real
reconstructed scene. Indirect shadows however are projected and
stored as antiradiance inside V∆ and are limited by the dimension of
the volume. For instance, a shadow of O reflected in a real mirror
can still be cut off at the edge of the volume, while directly tracing
the occlusion from Vη works for all points of the reconstructed real
scene. Similarly, using Vρ to compute GI for the synthetic object O
is still subject to limited bounce range: the volume around O can
only capture bounces within its boundaries. Indirect illumination on
a synthetic surface can change abruptly if a real reflecting surface
is moving out of range.
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C ONCLUSION

Delta Voxel Cone Tracing is a novel relighting solution for dynamic, real-time mixed reality applications. It allows us to coherently combine real and synthetic scenes, provides the tools to
render arbitrarily smooth or hard shadows, and is able to evaluate
indirect bounces of real light from real and synthetic surfaces of arbitrary roughness. To our knowledge, there is at this time no other
method to support mutual real-time arbitrary glossy indirect reflections in real-time MR. With DVCT, we present a unified framework
to simulate all effects at once, with a scalable balance between rendering performance and visual accuracy. It outperforms competing ray-tracing solutions and produces more accurate results than
rasterized Instant Radiosity based methods while supporting fully
dynamic geometry.
Our current implementation only uses single bounce indirect illumination. We want to look more closely into supporting multiple
bounces to remove entirely dark areas in glossy and specular reflections, further enhancing the illusion that synthetic and real are – to
the human observer – the same.
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